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Résumé

Celle thèse tente d’examiner la manière dont Ezra Pound fût à la fois inspiré et brimé
par les pensées contemporaines d’une culture orientale dite mystérieuse et trop
longtemps oubliée par les philosophes, artistes et écrivains occidentaux. Malgré que
Qian, Hayot et Kem ont tissé des liens entre l’Orientalisme et les opinions de Pound
sur la Chine, Confusius et l’Orient, la question du processus même des traductions de
Pound, celui-ci fortement influencé par ses propres idées uniques sur l’Orientalisme,
n’a pas été examinée à fond par le monde littéraire. En plus, si l’on étadie le recueil
entourant les questions de la “méthode idéogrammique”, peu d’attention fût porté sur
l’appropriation et la resignification de certains symboles chinois pour un public
anglais et américain. Quoique l’intérêt des chercheurs sur la question du
rapprochement de la traduction et l’Orientalisme est piqué, les précis et fonctions des
emprunts et échanges transculturels ont été assez negligés. Quelle est la conséquence
de l’usage de symboles culturels interpretés par un individu (Pound) pour son
utilisation particulière? En explorant quelques hypothèses fondées par Pound lors de
ses traductions, je tenterai de démontrer que sa traduction du Shi Jing lui a exigé de
recréer une nation chinoise pour son public occidental. Quelles attentes espérait-il de
son public cible et comment auraient celles-ci pu agir sur son approche à $hi Jing?
Quelles odes spécifiques démontrent les opinions de Pound sur l’Orient et sa culture?
Quels valeurs apporte-t-il à la traduction? Comment pourrait-on établir l’approche et
les suppositions de Pound au sein d’un environnement où l’Orient était si exotique, si
étranger?

les mots clés
Ezra Pound, orientalisme, $hi Jing, Shih King, les Odes, Confucius, le Chine



Abstract

My project explores the way in which Ezra Pound was both influenced and hindered
by contemporary notions ffiat Asian cultures were mysterious and long overlooked by
Western pbilosophers, artists, and writers. Though the connections between
Orientalism and Pound’s views of China, Confucius and Asia generally have been
examined in recent works by Qian, Hayot, and Kem, the issue ofhow ffie actual
mechanics ofPound’s translation was affected by Pound’s unique ideas about
Orientalism has not been examined to any large extent in the literature. Additionally,
in the large body ofwork surrounding the questions ofPound’s “ideogrammic
method,” relatively little attention lias been paidto Pound’s appropriation and
resignification” of certain Chinese symbols for an English and American audience.
Though ifie questions connecting translation wiffi Orientalism have interested many
scholars, the specifics and mechanics ofthese trans-cultural borrowings and
substitutions lias been relatively neglected. What are the implications of one individual
borrowing a culturally-wide understood symbol for his own idiosyncratic use? By
exploring some ofthe assumptions that Pound makes when translating, I will
demonstrate that Pound’s project in translating the Shi Jing required bim to “create”
the nation of China for bis western audiences. What did he expect from bis target
language audience and how does ifiat affect bis approach to Shi Jing? What specific
odes demonstrate Pound’s ideas about the Orient and its culture? What are the values
he brings to traaslation? How miglit we situate Pound’s approach and Pound’s
assumptions in an environment where the Orient was so exoticized and foreign?

Key words:
Ezra Pound, Orientalism, Shi Jing, Shih King, The Odes, Confiicius, China.
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A Note on Transiiteration and use of Characters

This document employs the Pinyin system of transiiteration since the Wade-Giles
system is generally falling out of use in academic discourse. Occasionally, I have used
the former system if it has general currency in the English language.

Addffionally, I am using the simplified system of Chinese characters as
opposed to the traditional characters (IE4*) unless I am attempting to demonstrate
how a character’s meaning may have changed or developed from classical times to
more contemporary usage (particularly given the wide variations in spoken and written
Chinese).
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In dusk’s pure air
I read an anthology.
Ancient poets lived in me, singing.

--Adam Zagajewski, from “Anthology”1

I Mysticismfor Beginners (New York: farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1997)
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“Where should the birds fly after the last sky?”

This brief single une from Mahmoud Darwish’s1 poem serves as an important

moment in Homi Bhabha’s argument in his 1994 book Location of Culture, a

metaphor for modem life having become a collection ofgaffierings:

Gatherings of exiles and émigrés and refugees; gathering on the edge of
‘foreign’ cultures; gathering at ifie frontiers; gatherings in the ghettos or cafés
of city centers; gathering in the haif-life, half-light of foreign tongues, or in the
uncanny fluency of another’s language; gaffiering the signs of approval and
acceptance, degrees, discourses, disciplines; gathering the memories of
underdevelopment, of other worlds lived retroactively; gaffiering the past in a
ritual of revival; gaffiering the present. (200)

These gatherings are important cross-sectionary encounters for Bhabha in his

exploration of the West as “living the localily of culture,” particularly since, according

to Bhabha, the West’s historicism aiways dominates the discussion of the nation as a

cultural force. As groups of people were displaced in nineteenffi century European

creations of “nation,” and later, as European powers expanded to the east in colonial

I Edward $aid, trans., Afler the Last Sky (London: Faber, 1926).
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domination and even more became displaced or lost their sense of “belonging,” the

term “home” took on a textual meaning beyond simply a physical locale. Ideas about

nation, home, race, language, religion ail became codified in a textual sense and ffieir

meanings became something abstract. This “metaphor of language” is used by Bhabha

as means by which to get at the discursive nature of the nation as a narrative tool for

nationalism and national identity. Bhabha: the “metaphoric movement [of nation]

requires a kind of ‘doubleness’ in writing; a temporality of representation that moves

between cultural formations and social processes” (141). Though for Bhabha this

metaphoric movement ultimately has its power in how the ideas of modernity are

shaped, my interest in this textual notion of nation has to do with how a nation might

be created textually for readers (or an audience) who have littie or no prior knowledge

of the nation in question. What about when the teller of this story is an outsider? What

if he is not a native ofifie nation of which he telis?

Bhabha’s collection of ‘gaffierings’ and the nation as textual device provide an apt

opening for considering the translations by Ezra Pound of the Chinese canonical text,

the Shi Jing. Pound, foflowing the traditional notion that the $hi Jing was inseparable

from the ideas. analysis, and words of Confucius, believed that Confucian China

offered new alternatives to Western linperialism, decadence, and the “key to ifie peace

of the world” (Norman 119). By taldng Homi Bhabha’s desire to “formulate [...J the

complex strategies of cultural identification and discursive address that funcfion in the

name of ‘the people’ or ‘ifie nation’ and make them the immanent subjects of a range
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of social and literary narratives” (201), I hope to demonstrate that Pound, long before

Bhabha or $aid or the fleld of post-colonialism generally took shape, hoped to create

through bis translations, flot only an alternative movement and moment to capture the

essential truth that he saw in Confucian philosophy, but also to construct a nation by

means of translation. Indeed, flot only was it necessary for Pound to “create” ffie

nation of China for bis Western readers, he ultimately would corne to be the inventor

of Chinese poetry “for our time” (Eliot 1).

Pound’s means of creating bis nation would corne through bis excavation and

exploitation of contemporary notions of what we would today eau Orientalism which

held wide currency and continued a tradition ifiat many earlier modernist wflters had

explored prior to Pound’s undertaking. Additionally, Pound’s very approach to poetics,

most particularly imagism and the Chinese ideogram, would corne to play an

important role in the identification and creation of the nation of China for bis broadly

Western audience, flot only ofthe $hi Jing (Pound’s rather verbosely titled The Classic

Anthology Defined by Confucius), but bis Confucian translations (172e Great Learning,

Analects, etc.) generally.

Ezra Pound’s earliest interest in transiating the 304 songs of the Shi Jing can be

dated as far back as the late 30s, when he, upon receiving a translation done from the

Japanese, complained that “the English version of the Odes [the $hi Jing] is

intolerable [...J one tbinks the translator must have missed something and very

annoying not to be able to [seej what” (Letters 292). Obtaining a copy ofthe text in its
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original Chinese took more effort and patience than Pound was used to, assuming, as

he did, that ifie book would be as easy to get in Tokyo as fmding a copy of the Bible

would 5e in New York (Cheadie 156). Since Pound knew no Chinese before

undertaking this project (and only ever obtained a basic reading knowledge), he at first

thought ifiat his Japanese ffiend, Katue Kitasono, had sent him the wrong text

altogeffier. But with some comparative analysis that he used along side the earliest

Latin translation by Lacharme (entitled Liber Carminum), Pound found the copy of the

text upon which he would base bis Classic AnthoÏogy.

It would take another 15 years before Pound worked seriously on tins project,

however, since he was hindered by war and the political changes sweeping the

European continent. 11e subsequent time lapse meant that when Pound did finally

begin this monumental undertaking, there were other “crib” versions available to him

(besides the Latin version winch he had used early on). Berhnard Kalgren’s The Book

ofOdes was the first “modem” version of the $hi Jing available in ifie West and Pound

closely read and studied tins translation while imprisoned at St-Elizabeth’s. It was by

means of the Chinese version, the Latin version, a translation by Legge (Pound

somehow managed to locate tins nineteenth century translation of the Shi Jing

sometime before 1950), and Karlgren’s version that Pound would construct bis

Anthology. It was, then, by a combination of Pound’s own changing ideas about the

Orient, inghly affected by ifie political forces that were shaping, imprisoning, and

punishing Mm, as well as the assumptions about the Orient of these earlier translators
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that Pound somehow managed to stake out bis own ideology in shaping bis version of

the $hi Jing.

More than simply transiating the pieces ffiemselves, what interested Pound,

among other things, has much to do with ifie Confucianism which has a long

association with the history of the ShÎ Jing. Most modem scholars believe that

Confucius’ relationship wiffi the Shi Jing is dubious. Ezra Pound almost certainly

would flot have been interested in the Shi Jing without the connection to Confucian

ideology, and perhaps (given Pound’s tendency to admire men wiffi “personality of

force”) to Confucius, the Man himself. What appealed to Pound in bis scholarly and

personal approach to ifie $hi Jing was the social order ffiat was apparent in every

single song lie read. Indeed, much of Confucian thought itself is concemed wiffi the

proper naming ofthings, or zhen ming something wbich would have appealed

enormously to Pound in bis approach to language (Pound’s logopoeia shares similar

concem though Pound terms tbis the charging of language raffier than naming). More

than this, though, the Shi Jing appealed to Pound because of its insistence on order,

both in ternis of social order, as well as proper government conduct, sometbing that

would have profound effects on bis view of “Occidental” forces wbich threatened the

very fabric of our society, thus precipitating bis need to create a nation by means of

transiating the Shi Jing.

Homi Bliabha explores the idea of nationalism and the national narrative to

illustrate and argue that the way nation is shaped as a textual device is higffly
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connected to how modernity is conceptualized, flot only for one’s view of one’s own

nation, but also for the view of oneseif as a member of that nation. He does this in

specific regard to “third world narratives” (or “national allegories” as Jameson terms

it), but ifie process is one which affects members of both first world and third world

cornmunities. The entire question centers around the concept of modernity: “To write

the story of ifie nation demands that we articulate that archaic ambivalence ifiat

informs the time of modemity” (142). Pound, too, seeks a similar reworking of a

concept, but for Pound it has less to do with ifie notion of modemity than the notion of

social cohesion. To Pound, the west was a decadent and spiritually dead wasteland that

had littie hope of rising from its crumbling political systems and bankrupt moral codes.

Pound’s intent, then, in creating ifie nation of China in a textual sense, was to show

how the force of Confucian morality offered alternative ideologies to the empty

morality that no longer served the west. This is an argument that I address in more

detail in Chapter One.

The $Iti Jing

The Shi Jing has been translated into English as The Book of$ongs, The Book of

Odes, The $hih King, The Poetry Classic, and The Anthology of Songs, The Classic

Anthology of$ongs, etc. The collection has been extant for at least 2,500 years, though

its origin certainly has its source a thousand or fifteen-hundred years before that. The

entire collection contains 305 songs divided into three main parts, “The State

Airs”, :“The Odes” and “The Temple Hymns”. Since the $hi Jing has a long rich
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interpretations of the songs and is bigffly allegorical5. So influential was this school of

hermeneutics in disseminating and popularizing the Shi Jing, the work has become

almost synonymous wiffi the thoughts and ideals surrounding Confucian thought,

though many modem scholars doubt whether Confucius had any hand whatsoever in

the anthologizing or interpreting of ifie pieces in it. While it may be debated how

much of a role Confucius played in the Shi Jing’s interpretation and dissemination,

one thing is clear: the values and morality associated and implied in the songs of the

Shi Jing certainly reflect a Confucian sensibility. It must be remembered, however,

that Confucius was a product of the civilization in which the Shi Jing was produced,

albeit a later one; it seems a logical step, then, to understand how Confucian ideology

as a frame fit nicely into the moral and social questions that underlie the songs of the

Shi Jing. Hence, as William McNaughton notes in his short but influential The Book of

Songs, “The best way for us to arrive at a knowledge of Confucianism, and of how

Confucian values inform The $ongs, is to note ifie values as they appear in the songs

we read” (15). Even in the Mao tradition of interpretation, Confucius himself was

reported to have been troubled by some of the songs’ (which did not reflect a classic

Confucian sensibility) inclusion in ifie Shi Jing. He reportedly wrote, for example,

“Banish the songs ofCheng!”6

for more information about the allegorical natire ofthe Shi Jing, sec Saussy Haun’s
The Problem ofu Chinese Aesthetic. Stanford, California: Stanford University P.,
1993.
6 McNaughton, p. 16.
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the $hi Jing are probably “The Zhou Song,” which can be dated as early as the

elevenffi century, BC. The authorship, like much folk art from antiquity, is anonymous,

though a few poems here and there have been associated with various writers, eunuchs,

philosophers, emperors, and officiaIs. Traditionally, the Duke of Zhou is credited with

several ofthe Shi Jing songs but only one piece has extemal corroboration.

Throughout its existence, four schools of hermeneutics developed around The

Odes: Lu, Qi, Han, and Mao. Each ofthese schools had flot only a differing system of

interpretation around ffie text, but each had their own textual versions of the work

itself. This was due to ifie fact thaï at times the govemment would ban certain works

(the Shi Jing included) and ail extant copies ofthese works would be bumed. Much of

the variation in the textual version of the Shi Jing are due to the simple fact that for

long periods of its history, it was memorized in verbal form until such time when the

govemment loosened its ban on the piece. This was also the case with much Chinese

canonical literature, waxing and waning in govemment favor as rulers and ruling unes

came in and out ofpower.

Despite the four separate schools of hermeneutics, the one which retained the

most influence and power (J)articularly on later governments) was the Mao Shi ()

version. It is due to the government sanction of the Mao version that ifie other three

schools of hermeneutics surrounding the Shi Jing feu by the wayside and it is the Mao

version of the Shi Jing text that is studied today. The Mao Commentary, attributed

traditionally to Mao Heng gives word glosses various political and moral
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‘converge” (522). This is addressed in more detail later.

11e pieces in the Odes tend to include raffier abstract and complex language and

ofien are argumentative or appeal broadly to logic (rather than the highly emotional

and ofien plaintive aspects of the pieces in Guo Feng). The techniques used by the

writers and those who anthologized the Shi Jing, include fu () “narration,” bi ()

“analogy,” xing () “association” and, included wiffi the three subtypes ofpieces here

winch make up the $hi Jing’s main division (fèng, ya, song), these have ofien been

referred to as the “six essentials” for studying the Shi Jing.4 I discuss these techniques

in a bit more detail in Chapter 4.

Origins of the Ski Jing

The written form of the Shi Jing took shape when the hnperial govemment, ever

micro-managing the pulse of its people’s ideas and concerns, began collecting folk

songs — “street corner and narrow alley songs” — to get a sense of what ifie common

people were thinldng, or, in the words of critic Scott Pollard, “so that the emperor

could test the pulse ofthe body politic” (153). During the Han Dynasty (206 BC — AD

220), ifie government organized a “Music Bureau” (Yue Fit) to collect such songs.

Sima Qian (202 BC — 9 AD) was the first to credit Confucius with editing and

selecting the three thousand some odd songs ifiat made up earlier collections, 305 of

winch would corne to be selected for inclusion in the Shi Jing. The earliest pieces in

for more detailed information about form, meter and rhyme and how it pertains to
$hi Jing, see McNaughton pages $2-97.
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ail of these meaning may play a part in the significance of this central division of the

Shi Jing. The Songs section, or Part III, is a collection of mainly praise poefry, hymns,

and songs associated wiffi ritual dances. The meaning of song () is “eulogy” or

“praise hymn” but ifie character also has association with rong () , demeanor,

countenance, and gesture which might be the connection to the ritual dance that

comprises much of Part III. These pieces comprise the oldest parts of the Shi Jing,

many ofthem produced in the early years offfie Western Zhou Dynasty.

Form

Most of ifie pieces winch make up the Shi Jing are themselves made up of four

lines winch rhyme every une. They do vary in form, however, from section to section

and topic to topic. Since ifie folk songs were meant to be sung, ifiese pieces employ

higffly evocative imageiy and frequent repetition, as much folk music does. In addition

to “straight rhymes” (ffiough usually rhyming only in the ancient or classical form of

the Chinese language), the authors also use double tones, double rhymes or double

characters, winch enhance the pieces’ lyrical and associative qualities. The forms

follow very idiosyncratic patteras as a corpus, but individual pieces are very highly

patterned and structures in terms of rhyme, rhythm, image, and stanza breaks. Indeed,

$aussy Haun argues that the rhyme and rhythrn of the pieces in the Shi Jing are

inseparable from pattems of behavior winch are tied directly to the moral codes

inherent in the Confucian ideology assumed to run through them. “The organization of

their rhymes and stanzas is one [...J medium wherein music and governance
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of superiors to inferiors and admonitions of inferiors to superiors. feng also refers to

feng su or customs, so it has sometimes been translated as “Customs of the

States”. Zhu Xi (1130-1200) argued that feng referred to popular songs and later

scholars, too, have shown that feng certainly has a strong musical component to it

(hence its often titled “Airs”). Most of ifie songs here have features 0f common folk

music. Most ofthese “Airs” were produced during ifie Spring and Autumn Period (700

— 476 BC). Many collections ofthe Shi Jing and several translations as well (including

Pound’s), divide Part U into “Smaller Odes,” Xiao Ya (‘]), and “Greater Odes,” Da

Ya (k). It is flot completely clear what distinguishes the Smaller Odes from ifie

Greater Odes, though the Smaller Odes are often seen as being political satires since it

was during the time of their composition that the House of Zhou began its slow

decline3. Both the Greater and Smaller Odes present the lives of emperors and ruling

aristocracy, in opposition to the mainly folk concems of Part I. The Smaller Odes are

comprised of more folk songs while ifie Greater Odes is a collection of ritual songs,

sacrificial prayers and poems of political protest. Like the characterfeng, the meaning

of ya () is far from clear. During ifie Zhou period it was used to mean something

similar to xia (a), referring to things Chinese, as opposed to things foreign (or

barbarian). Ya also has nuanced meaning of correct, orthodox, elegant and dignified;

0f such importance were the ideas and opinions in the Shi Jing, they were ofien
banned by varions govemments and copies in extant burned by auffiorities in large
public ceremonies. In the year 213 BC, for example, Li Si, the Prime Miuister of Qin,
decreed that anyone caught discussing the Shi Jing, or using its ancient examples to
satirize contemporary politics, be put to death along with ail members ofthefr
immediate family
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history of translation into English, particularly in the early mid-twentieth century

onward, there is a confusing and ofien contradictory set of tities for each part, section

and sub-section.

Variousty titted/translated Chinese #ofsongs Pound’s fltte

Part I
“The State Airs” Guo feng 160 folk Songs or

Lessons ofthe $tates

“Airs ofifie States”

Part II
“The Odes” Ya 105 Elegentiae or Smaller

Odes & The Greater
Odes2

“Courtly Songs”

Part III
“The Temple Hymns” $ong 40 Odes ofthe Temple

andAltar
“Odes”

Part I of ifie Shi Jing is composed of songs winch celebrate the everyday life of

the peasant. The meaning offeng L)has long been debated in ifie literature (both in

and out of China) and even some 2000 years afier its anifiologization, there is no

strong consensus as to what it means exactly. $ome scholars have defined it as jiao

(e), or teaching, since much of the content of Guo Feng deals with moral instruction

2 Pound, following the traditional Mao version, divides Part II up into two parts
himself, so his translation is composed of four parts. Pound’s Part , then,
corresponds to most translations’ part III.
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It is impossible to overestimate the importance of the Shi Jing to Chinese literary

and linguistic history and development. The work continues to be a major source of

study and much ofit is stiil taught to Chinese elementary school students to memorize.

But in addition to this, there is the fact that the work names and identifies more than

100 plant species, 200 animal species and 50 types of musical instruments winch has

been incredibly valuable to scholars and scientists in ifiese flelds. Unlilce the epics of

Western civilization, the Shi Jing presents a myriad of viewpoints, social classes,

political backgrounds and assumptions, an entire human landscape from winch it is

difficult to organize and classify a set of consistent human values. lndeed, tins fact

may have made the field more fertile for the single consistency ifiat does flow through

the piece, namely Confucianisrn.

The pieces winch make up the Shi Jing were composed and collected during a

particular violent and unstable era in Chinese history. It is ironie, then, that the offier

Confucian influence on ifie Shi Jing’s development and ultimate canonization in the

Chinese literary landscape was also indicative of a set of ideas formed during a

political unstable age, namely later Confucian ideology. It is no accident that as China

struggled to become a unified political body, arising out of the chaos of warring

srnaller states, the Shi Jing’s interpretation would corne to be unifled as well, since it

would ultimately have such an enormous influence on the irnperial examination

system. It was through tins system that ifie early Han dynasty began to exert its

influence over all of the regions in its domain, and it was through tins system that its
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govemment officiais became qualified. The Shi Jing, then7, played a crucial role in the

unification of China as a body politic. As such, it was, and remains, a crucial part of

the Chinese identity both in terrns ofpolitics and history.

The “music” of ffie Shi Jing itself is one which reflects a highly Confucian set of

ideologies, for here music becomes a psychological and moral force: “From a study of

sounds, one cornes to understand the tones; from a study of tones, one cornes to

understand music; and from a study of music, one cornes to understand the principles

of govemment and is ifius flully prepared for being a mier” (Dembo 8). This

connection between politics and music is a connection of which Ezra Pound was weil

aware. In the Confucian idea, the study of sounds is humankind’s attempt to

understand nature, and the harrnony of music and the harmony of politicized bodies

are boffi manifestations of The Way (or dao ). Ideal rnusic is, essentially, a

reflection of an idealized universe. One of Pound’s overriding concerns in fransiating

the pieces is his attention to order, which represented (in a Confucian moral sense) ifie

order of society, the country, the nation. Moreover, Pound is concerned in (ail of) his

translations about making an extant work a piece of “pure” poetry. “When I did

Cathay, I had no inkling of the technique of sound which I am convinced must exist or

have existed in Chinese poetry” (Letters 293). Pound’s aim here is flot necessariiy to

translate the sound from the original but, rather, to give the reader some semblance of

Mong with the four other classic texts of Chinese literature, yijing (i The
Book ofChanges; shang shu (*), The Book ofHistoiy; lijing(<)The Book of
Rites, and, chun qiu (k), The Spring andAutumn Annals.
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sound in the English translation.

George Santayana, whose ideas on poetry would seem to have influenced Pound

profoundly, believed ifiat since language is composed of words and gains sensuous

qualities through the sounds of ifiese words, language can only be made “perfect” by

being subject to measure and equipped with a form. Language contains and conveys

the beauty objects and ideas signified, and we can often miss the sensible reality ofthe

symbols which language contains; the attention is arrested and the memory engaged

when these forms of utterance have a natural grace, “they will pass through the mmd

until ffiey become types of instinctive speech and standards of pleasing expression”

(Interpretations 253). for Santayana, music is more “sculpture” than language since

we are aesthetically overcome by the melody and offier musical elements; the

language becomes “euphony”. Pound calis this sensuousness “cadence” and feels

passionately that ifie meaning of words can easily distract the reader from the true

sensual nature of their sounds (or their “movement” as Pound terms it). What poetry

allows that prose cannot is a radically different paffi by which we can corne to

perception, one ifiat is independent of any intellectuai ffiought or process. It “restores

an experience,” arresting us at the sensation itself. Prose is the adomed dressing of a

bare object—our emotions are distracted by the omamental clothing by which the poet

bides ifie object—and the poet has the ability to restore the unhinging of the emotion

from the object so that we can see it for what it is. The poet “stops at the image”

because he stops to enjoy. “The poet’s art is to a great extent the art of intensifying
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emotions by assembling ffie scattered objects that naturally arouse them. He sees the

affmities of things by seeing their common affinities with passion” (Interpretations

263). Pound, too, was higffly interested in the relationship between words and sound.

Poetry speaks phallic direction

Song keeps ifie word forever

Sound is molded to mean this

And the measure molds sound8

Pound’s earliest attempts at transiating the Shi Jing contain nothing ofthe Chinese

original since the first “good” translation he saw was from the Japanese (Letters 298).

fenollosan-inspired Cathay, too, came from Japanese translations of Chinese originals

winch could be one reason Pound feit that they were so disconnected from the sound

of the original work.

The repetition that Pound ftequently employs in his translations reflects the highly

ritualistic and repetitive nature of the activities with winch some of the pieces were

associated. Here is Pound’s version of Ode 280:

Blind making sound,

much sound

in the temple court

Chou’s court,

carved frames

and tiger-stands,

high teeth

From Pound’s unpublished manuscript L ‘uomo net Ideogramma, Brunnenburg,
1969 (as qtd. in Kenner, p. 104)
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and rangèd plumes

Drum shah make the “fieid,”

stone gong, ffie “stali,”

wiffi bamboo’s ordered tones to “left” it ail.

Sound, blind sound,

teach our ancestral shades

where guests outside the gate

insatiate remain

desiring perfect sound

last,

Guest facing ghost

to time’s utmost.

The percussive music of the ceremony is quite striking in Pound’s version of this Ode.

Though the unes in the original Chinese are longer in terms of meaning, they contain

onlytwo or three syllables, so Pound’s translation also attempts to capture that original

feature of the piece. The repetition (“Sound, blind sound”) corresponds, too, to

repetitions in the Chinese text, the first une of which, to illustrate is: you gu, you gu

“w

This attention to the connections between Chinese sound and Enghish sound, in

addition to Pound’s use of alhiteration, consonance, assonance and end rhymes, create

a musical richness that lends an aesffietic quality to Pound’s translations. Though it

might be argued that such use of poetic devices in a short ode about music is
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unorthodox (up and beyond Pound’s changing of images, which I haven’t addressed

here), adding these devices also allows Pound to stress his belief in ifie order of

society as reflected in the order ofmusic. The order ofthe ritual is enhanced by certain

limes “rangèd plumes,” “bamboo’s ordered tones,” but also by Pound’s insistence on

keeping the abstract and aesffietic order ofthe music itself.

One project that Pound was neyer able to complete was his tonal notebook that he

wanted to publish in order to accompany bis translation ofthe Shi Jing. This notebook

of musical notation seems almost naïve, if highly ambitious, since it would attempt to

explain in a purely aesthetic sense how the pronunciation of the characters contribute

to ifie meaning of the poems, and how the rhymes lend order and musicality to the

pieces themselves. Though Pound made extensive notes about the $hi Jing’s musical

notation, bis lack of Chinese reading ability meant he was wholly dependent on

transiators to assist him. In the end, the musical notebook neyer came to pass. We are

left, then, in the end, with only Pound’s minimal knowledge of Chinese guiding him

through the complex musicality ofthe $hi Jing.



Chapter 1

Pound as Modernist Translator/Traductor
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English literature lives on translation, it is feU by translation;
every new exuberance, every new heave is stimulated by
translation... (LE 34-35).

Pound’s approach to translation has been ffie subject of a vast number of

inquiries and arguments which have served two opposing views: excoriating bis

distillation of poems from other languages (French, Italian, Chinese, and so on) into

English, and praising his orgina1ity and insight into maintaining a pure essence from

the original work. Pound approached bis traductions (from the Latin to carry over)

wiffi two main aspects in mmd. First, Pound intended to create an English “equivalent”

poem which maintained a similar effect to the original. This goal, however, led Pound

to a more fundamental goal: to mire in the process of translation itself which would

serve as a muse or creative force and influence bis own poetry. This influence can be
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seen flot only in his early translations from the Provençal, but, most particularly, in his

decision to make China a major source of his work through which many of his ideas

about poetics were articulated. Pound himself believed that much more ifian being an

act of pedantry, translation was a poetic act in itself. As far as the translations

themselves, as Kenner notes, ifie pieces in Pound’s English versions fail between two

motivational poles of pedagogy and personal expression, existing in three ways: as

acts of homage, as personae and articulations of Pound’s own political and cultural

views, and as a way of exploring new worlds9. The decision to approach the $hi Jing

contained ah of these translational motivations: flot only did Pound wish to expose

Western audiences to the pieces, but he wished to distill the higffly pedagogical

Confucian ideology inherent in (or interpreted into) the pieces. Pound: “A great age of

literature is perhaps a great age of translation; or follows it” (LE 232).

Pound’s view of the transiator was similar to bis view of the poet, as someone

whose mission it was to rectifï language and bring about renewal, a “cultural

synthesis” or “Paideuma”. Underlying Pound’s translation was bis assumption (a very

Confucian idea, in fact) of an “apocalyptic” and ideal mode of communication which

he associated with Order, Truth and Beauty. This operated on a contradictory plain to

the more common or unenlightened mode of communication that Pound abhorred, one

associated wiffi chaos, corruption and illusion. What a “particular type of transiator”

can access, then, in an original work is an intuited state of mmd, which can then be

Kenner sources this as Maerhoffer, $6, though I can find no book in extant.
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recreated in a “rectifled” language, “the facts without Truth, in a rhetorical and

befogging idiom” (Dembo 2). Pound’s approach to ail work, translation as much as

creativity itself, is captured in his view that history is a chronicle of a society worldng

towards an ideal Kultur by forces which are natural and good; these forces, this society,

is in constant battie with the chaotic and unclean (“unnatural”) forces which seek to

pervert this ideal Kultur. A competent transiator, by nature of his creative force, can

empathize with the author of the original and transfer the view of one idea Kultur into

a different one: in this sense, translation “becomes apocalyptic, a means of revealing

ifie Reality behind the flux of history” (Dembo 2) by accessing the ideal and, thus, the

natural and good forces of a given time, society, era, or culture. It is, therefore, by no

means, the role of the transiator to render a translation “accurately” (in a textual sense)

since this search for a substitute truth in a different cultural epoch muddies up the

translator’s divine inspiration.

Because, as I will argue later, Pound held such strong convictions about the

connections between power and language (and more precisely: between politics and

art), il is difficuit to underestimate how important Pound thought the role of the

transiator was in transmitting the kind of knowledge that Pound believed the

Confucian works contained. Indeed, Pound’s translations of Confucius generally

reflect Pound’s conviction about the necessity of using precise language for political

reform. lis translations. moreover, “comprise the most systematic expression of his

life-long attempt to demonstrate an ethical and govemmental system, and, what he
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eventually came to see as even more important, a vital mode of written signification

upon which a ‘just’ society could be built” (Yao 156).

Pound, who rarely did anything as cultural commentator without commenting and

theorizing extensively, developed what he called three kinds of poetry: melopoeia,

phanopoeia and logopoeia. These three “modes” of poetics would serve Pound

extensively in his career as both a transiator and as a poet. Melopoeia is concemed

wiffi the way words are charged with meaning, up and “above their plain meaning,

with some musical property, winch directs the bearing or trend in that meaning.”

Phanopoeia relates to the way images are cast “upon the visual imagination” and,

according to Pound’s assessment, is one of the easiest aspects of poetry to translate.

“When it is good enough, it is practically impossible for the translator to destroy is

save by very crass bungling, and the neglect of perfectly well-known and formulative

rules” (LE 25). Phanopoeia contains the “greatest drive toward uffer precision of

word” (LE 26). Logopoeia is “the dance of ifie intellect among words.” It is here

where words are truly “charged wiffi meaning” and take on all the accoutrements of a

given culture. These are meanings that are flot only associated with direct meaning,

but “special way of habits of usage, of the context we expect to find with the word, its

usual concomitants, of its known acceptances, and of ironical play” (LE 25).

Logopoeia would be and remains a unique way into the mechanics of Pound’s many

translations, not least of winch is ifie Shi Jing. According to Pound, logopoeia is that

winch cannot be translated “locally, but having determined the original author’s state
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of mmd, you may or may flot be able to fmd a derivative or an equivalent. Logopoeia

is the crux of any translation. Ail writing is composed of ffiese three elements, plus

“architectronics” or “the form of the whole” and it is the translator’s unique task to

balance these tbree elements when undertaking a difficuit piece or image.

Pound’s project, then, in transiating the Shi Jing, is to approach the text in its

original state and render it into English by considering each and every language choice

carefully and wiffi these three elements in mmd. In the complex gap between the

universality and exactness of phanopoeia, and the locality and, at times, obscurity, of

logopoeia, culture (Kultur) resides. It is here, then, that Pound finds his opportunity to

let translation become apocalyptic, a way of revealing the Reality behind ifie flux of

history. In looldng at specific examples ofPound’s appropriation and misappropriation

of Chinese imagery into an early to mid-twentieth century Western cultural milieu, we

can see how in seeking cultural “equivalents” (for images, associations, nuances, etc.),

Pound attempts to transcend chronological barriers, convinced as he is, that reflecting

the “Truffi of China” will somehow illuminate a universal truth and expose the Reality

of History. In addition, Pound’s language choices and approaches to certain imagistic

idiom is highly influenced by bis Orientalist belief that the East (China and Confucius

in particular) held mysterious and bitherto unknown paths to truth and knowledge. In

this seuse, Pound’s whole approach was to give the West (which had been, Pound

would have argued, corrupted by ifie unnatural and perverted forces seeking to prevent

an ideal Kultur from being realized) an alternative pathway to repairing the ilis that
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Pound saw inherent in the systems of political thought, intellectual thought, creativity,

and the role of the artist in society. It is, then, Pound’s goal to “rectify,” not only the

language he encounters in the Shi Jing, but to rectify Western society generally.

Perhaps just as important in Pound’s motivation in appropriating ifie $hi Jing as a

poetic paffiway to social justice, his conviction that politics and poetry were

inseparable avenues by which the poet could explore and reflect the boundaries of bis

world would corne to have particular reverberations as Pound worked through the

densely political undercurrent ifiat encompasses the Shi Jing. Indeed, ifie long

associative connections that the Shi Jing held with general Confucian ideology was

immensely appealing to sorneone wiffi Pound’s conviction and belief that the Western

world was teetering on a precipice of decadence and war. As $teven Yao notes in his

book on Modemist translation:

Pound not only employs translation as a technique ofpoetic composition,
he cornes to view a particular form of the practice as a model for the
process by which to establish the paradiso terrestre [or Paideuma]....
[Pound’s work] illustrates the deep constitutive link between [his]
engagement with Confucianisrn and Confucian texts through the practice
of translation and both the expressly political ambitions and much of the
radical formai armature of bis most sustained, and in many ways
probiematic, poetic endeavor, The Cantos (154).

Pound neyer worked towards any articulated notion of actual political power for

hirnself, despite lis (bordering on obsessive) interest in the political processes of

Western nations, most particular the United States, England, and Italy. Pound beiieved

that society and the State were and should be constructed organically and this, more

than bis interest in fascism as an ideology, explains, perhaps, bis attraction to
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Mussolini and Italian fascism.’° Pound, as has been argued widely in the literature,

often shaped his ideology around a powerfiul and forcefiil male “father figure”: first

Yeats, then Mussolini, fmally Confucius. More importantly, Confucianism provided

Pound the route by which he articulated precisely what the poet’s role was in terms of

political power, “it offered a conceptual foundation upon which to structure ifie

heterogeneous mass of religious, historical, and even economic material he sought to

incorporate into his epic” (Yao 155), The Cantos.

Pound saw no contradiction in bis alliance between power and culture, as he saw

them as fundamentally connected. for him:

Language is flot a mere curio cabinet or museum exhibit. It does
definitely function in ail human life from the tribal state onward. You
cannot govem without it, you cannot make laws without it. That is you
make laws and they become mere mare’s nest for graft and discussion {...]
As language becomes the most powerful instrument of perfidy, SO

language alone can riddle and cut through the meshes. Used to conceal
meaning, used to blur meaning, to produce the complete and utter infemo
of the past century. . against which SOLELY a care for language, for
accurate registration by language avails. (LE 76-77)

As Steven Yao so aptly argues, unlike bis modernist predecessors, Pound neyer

looked upon literature as an escapist medium from the harsh cruelties of the world:

Pound looked upon literature and language as the means by which one could provide a

rescue, “revealing the insights and promoting the values necessary for the creation of a

10 This is flot to dismiss or condone, by any means, however, Pound’s culpability in
eiffier his regards to fascism generally or bis anti-$emitism specifically.



Chapter 2

The Orientatist Legacy
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Asia speaks through and by virtue of the European
imagination [...] ,To Asia are given the feelings [...] the
lament that in some glorious past Asia fared better, was itself
victorlous over Europe”

It is probably impossible to write about any Anglo-American literary encounter

with the cultures and literai-y traditions ofthe last century wiffiout addressing the issue

of Orientalism. Ezra Pound’s encounter wiffi much of Chinese poetry smacks of

Orientalism. This argument is one that has been made more compelling in the past 15

years of seholarship, most notably by Zhaoming Qian in The Legacy of China in

Pound and Williams and by Robert Kem in Orientaïism, Modernism, and the

American Poem. Unhinging Edward Said’s 197$ Orientalism from its main

connections to the political and literai-y environments of the 1 7 and l$ centuries,

Qian and Kem attempt to connect much of the exotic appeal of China (and the Orient

generally) in ifie early to mid-twentieth century to more modem notions ofthis process

From Orientalism, page 56.
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of orientalizing. No longer was there the same connection to exocitizing, fetishizing

and colonizing (many twentieth century writers were, in fact, intensely anti-colonial)

but for Pound, in particular, ifie East stiil held mysterious paffis to true knowledge. It is

flot my intent to repeat these arguments here, but, rather in looking at the mechanies of

Pound’s “translations” from the original Chinese, I wish to demonstrate some of the

assumptions that the “Orientalist” fervor of Pound’s day required Pound to make about

China, its history and culture. Pound’s beliefs and arguments about the processes and

mechanics of translation will also take up much of my argument, but Pound biruseif

neyer addressed his cultural assumptions or the “trendiness” of Chineseness and how

it may have affected bis approach to ifie pieces he translates.

The term “Oriental,” as Qian notes, changed in its scope from initially referring to

the “Muslim Orient” (in Said’s use of the term as well) to, in the nineteenth century,

meaning primarily China and Japan. As Said notes, the two great dominant themes

which underpinned Orientalism were knowledge and power (32). The modernists,

ofien ignoring or sidestepping the issue of power, chose instead to focus on the

knowledge of ifie East, allotting it a special mysterious aura bitherto unknown in West

(“Occidental”) societies. What made Poundian (and ofien modernist) approaches

generally to Orientalism distinct was in how knowledge was presented to Occidental

audiences. Traditional Orientalism, in the classic Saidian sense ofthe word, meant that

knowledge allowed ifie West to:

$urvey a civilization from its origins to its prime to its decline—and of
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course it means being able to do that. . .knowledge means rising above
irnmediacy, beyond se1f into the foreign and distant. . .to have such
knowledge [...J is to dominate it, to have authority over it. (Said 32)12

Pound’s approach rather turns much of this on its head by assuming specific

cultural inferiorities of ifie “Occident”. That much of traditional Orientalism sees ifie

political arena as a starting point for domination and cultural superiority necessarily

follows upon this logic. Pound starts flot with political authority, but cultural authority

and his politics follow suit. In this sense, Pound’s particular approach is as much

anti-Orientalism as its opposite. What attracted Pound were: “the affmities (the Self in

the Other) rather ifian the differences (the Othemess in the Other). . .China and Japan

are flot seen as fous to the West, but as crystallizing examples of the Modemists’

realizing Self’ (Qian 2). Pound uses the Other, as represented in bis translations, not in

order to give defmition to that Other, but to create a representative cultural Offier by

winch he (Pound) could project bis modernist notion of the ideal culture. When Said

complains that the modem, digital age has allowed the Oriental (as Other) to be

“drawn nearer,” the Western citizen views the Orient less “as a myth perhaps than a

place criss-crossed by American interests” (27)’. Pound, then, it might be argued, is

12 for higffly critical reactions to Said’s Orientalism, see Aijaz Ahmad’s In Theory as
well as “OrientaÏism and its Problems” by Dennis Porter (in Colonial Discourse and
Post-Colonial Theory. Patrick Williams and Laura Chrisman, Eds. New York:
Columbia University P., 1994.). Though these pieces offer very compelling arguments
against many ofthe contradictions that mn through Orientalism as an ideology, their
criticisms (and detailed analysis of Orientalism itself) are somewhat out ofthe scope
ofmy project here.
13 Though flot directly related to my project here per se, notions and implications of
the Offier, given Pound’s assumptions about certain cultural superiorities of the Orient,
would make a fascinating project to explore in order to situate the assumptions that
Pound makes about the Other in the very act of transiating the Shi Jing for a Western
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an early conffibutor to the “opening up” of the Orient to “American” (i.e., Western)

interests.

One underlying assumption of ail Orientalist thought is an implicit goal: to

“improve” Occidental societies. In Saidian Orientalism, this improvement would corne

about as a resuit of understanding ifie Oriental, his culture, bis bistory, bis political

system, bis “mindset” so ffiat total domination would be possible. for Pound, rather

uninterested in the mmd, mindset or political systems of the contemporary Oriental

(Pound, lilce most “Orientalists” of bis day, was only interested in classical Oriental

thought and had littie interest in Contemporary Chinese or Japanese politics), it was

the bistorical lineage wbich interested him rnost, as if a Paideurna could be reached by

the arbitrary adoption of radically different social ffiought and moral assumption (i.e.,

Confucianism). Pound’s attempt was to cause this revolution by means of exposure

and by bis developing idea ofthe image.

First published in 1915, Pound’s Cathay was widely viewed as a groundbrealdng

approach to poetry generally and many Modernist writers lauded Pound’s piece greatly.

Eliot would cal! Pound “the inventor of Chinese poetry” (Eliot 1) and, that bis

translations (Eliot’s term “translucencies”) in Cathay serve to create a China for

Western literary audiences. lndeed, Eliot is carefiil to note that what Pound had written

was not, in fact, Chinese poetry at al!. “Pound’s versions may we!! !ast hundreds of

years, but each generation will need to translate these pieces for ffiernse!ves” (Eliot 3).

(even Imperial) audience.
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What is clear is that the works themselves, according to Eliot, are important only so

far as ffiey appeal to and influence Western readership. There is flot a

Chinese-poetry-in-itself waiting for a perfect transiator. Pound is uninterested in

whether Chinese poetry is itself of itseif, and lie neyer notes wheffier a Western reader

encountering it in its original constitutes an encounter wiffi “Chinese poetry” at ail.

Eliot is interested in only what knowledge ffie West lias and how it attained that

knowledge:

It is probable that the Chinese, as well as the Provençals and the Italians and
the Saxons, influenced Pound...on the other hand, it is certain that Pound has
influenced the Chinese and ifie Provençals and the Italians and the
Saxons--not the matter an sich, which is unknowable, but the matter as we
know it. (17)

Tins assertion is flot as compiex as it appears; what Eliot is getting at is that Pound’s

association with ifie Chinese and ifie Provençals affects them only so far as bis English

translations are so groundbreaking and influential (or would corne to be influential, at

any rate). It is not the source winch is of interest to Eliot here but ifie resuit of these

works and their influence on the lmowledge that is afready held by Western

scliolarship. Ail of tins rnakes Edward Said’s assertion that the Orient was almost a

construction of Europe more compelling and the connections between Said’s

Orientalism and tins later, more “noble” Orientalisrn become even more

apparent. “The main thing for the European visitor [to the Orient],” Said argues “was a

European representation offfie Orient” (1). For Said, the end result ofthese European
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representations offfie Orient was ajustification for colonialism. The base, though, like

Eliot’s approach to knowledge as a de facto begiiming, is created initially for

ontological reasons:

Orientalism is a style of ffiought based upon an [...J epistemological
distinction made between “the Orient” and (most of ffie time) “ffie Occident.”
Thus, a very large mass of writers [...] have accepted the basic distinction
between East and West as the starting point for elaborate theories, epics,
novels, social descriptions, and political accounts concerning the Orient, its
people, customs, “mmd,” destiny and so on. (Said 23)

Pound’s approach is more reminiscent of earlier attempts to make the Orient seem

more accessible by “creating” a geographic space for it to inhabit for the sake of

observation and analysis. Pound’s assumptions were that Western scholarship and

culture operated in ignorance of Eastern thought and that by accessing this knowledge,

the Occident could become more refined and complex. This subtlety of complexity is

really what Pound is afler when he wishes for his Paideuma. $aid:

What becomes evident [in early French Orientalism] is not only the advantage
of a Western perspective: there is also the triumphant technique for taldng the
immense fecundity of the Orient and making it systematically, even
aÏphabetically knowable by Western laymen. (65)

In this sense, of course, Pound fits in exactly with earlier approaches to Orientalism.

Even later, ffiough, with ifie injection of colonialism into Orientalist approaches

(winch Pound would have and did abhor), Pound nevertheless made it bis work (winch,

I will argue, is readily visible in bis approaches to the Shi Jing translations) to “aiways

be converting the Orient from something into something else; he does tins for himself,
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for the sake of his culture, in some cases for what he believes is the sake of ffie

Oriental” (Said 67). The “lie” here is general Western Orientalist, but Said’s “lie”

could easily apply to Pound hlinself except for ffie final clause—Pound was neyer

much interested in the Oriental, particularly the contemporary Oriental.

If we take up Said’s argument about textual attitudes in application to

Pound’s creation of China, we can see where Pound’s necessity to make his China and

Confucian translations an authority for ifie West is a vital component of the works’

ultimate success or failure. $aid argues that textual reality is oflen seen as a more

reliable source for human consciousness than the “disorientations of direct encounters

with the human” (93). Two situations can favor a textual attitude, according to Said:

one is when a human encounters something which is unknown, possibly threatening,

and previously distant. This information, then, shapes the reader’s view and reaction in

any future encounter. The other is the “appearance of success,” the idea that if we

encounter something which a text has previously wamed or primed us for, we are

more likely to retum to textual sources for additional information in subsequent

encounters. It is very difficuit to separate a text purporting to contain knowledge on

something actual from the auffiority it gains from ifie veiy nature of being a text. For

even proving it “wrong” injects a certain level of authority into it and the controversy

only enhances this. The transition from a reader encountering Pound’s notions of

China as reflected in bis translations of the Shi Jing into that reader now believing he

knows something of China and her people, that he will be influenced and changed in
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ail subsequent dealings with China and her peopie, is, what Said calis “a preposterous

transition”.

But this works two ways. Not only does Pound shape and create a China for his

audience by bis very act of transiating and giving voice to ancient bards, bis own

notion of China is, in tin-n, shaped and influenced by bis aftempt to bring ideas and

concepts to bis audience which already have currency in the new culture into existence

as associated with the idea or concept being transiated. 11e brings extant associative

qualities and notions to the created scenes of bis translated pieces. This does two

things: first, it allows Pound to “create” concepts that may flot exist in bis audience’s

consciousness. Second, it brings additional moments of mystique and exoticism to bis

translated pieces.

Take, for example, the word harem. Ibis word has long been associated with

specifically Near East (or Middle East) societies and customs. The word cornes to

English, flot surprisingly, from the Arabic, where its original meaning meant

“something forbidden” from the root harama “to guard” or “to forbid”. 11e word has

a long association in Western psychology for a place where several (or many) wornen

breed or consort with a single male. The word impiies a whole host of contradictory

emotions and senses: from sensuous and forbidden sexuality, decadence and wealth

(only rich men could afford so many wives), the appailing corruption of the Eastern

savage, yet a certain admiration for bis virility. The word is used alrnost exclusively to

refer to Islamic societies. Pound uses the word several times in bis translation of the
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word; his equivalent of a Chinese phrase zhong gou (ItT) which actually means the

inner part of the palace. The injection of the word harem with ail its

subsequent baggage radicaIly alters the piece and seems to confirm to the Western

mmd that the East is full ofmysterious rooms fuhi ofwomen prirned for sexual service.

Pound’s version:

The things ffiey do and the things they say

In the harem,

In the harem.

There is no end to the things they say in the harem,

There is no sharne in the things they say in the harem,

So pull not the vine away. (776)

Legge’s version, reflecting ifie originai Chinese is broken into three stanzas and

centers around a repeating motif, each stanza opening with an image of a “tribulus”

growing on ifie wali, seeming to hide the movements and words being spoken in “the

inner chamber”. There is no sexuai implication, no sense of the notions winch the

word harem must entail in either ifie Chinese or in Legge’s version. Tins flot only

undercuts many of Pound’s comments about presen’ing the sound of the original, but

changes radically the subtext ofthe poem.

Indeed, running through much of Pound’s Shi Jing translation are bis irnpiied

assumptions about gender and the role ofwomen generally in society. Many writers, in

fact, assert that tins is one of Pound’s most problematic forces as a transiator: the role

of women and their sexuality and how it is represented in bis poetry and transiation. I
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Chapter 3

Pound’s Approach: Imagism and Ideogram

in Translations from the Ski Jing



If Ezra Pound is to have a long-term legacy, one of his major contributions to and

influences upon poetry of the twentieffi century in the US and Europe will surely be

his approach to the image. It was ifie theoretical framework he founded and developed

in the area of Imagism which began his textual meanderings around this slippery

concept, the history of which Hugh Kenner calis a red herring. “Keep one eye on

Pound’s texts,” Kenner wams us, “and avoid generalities about Imagism” (5$). The

image, according to Pound himself, is flot a static, rational idea: “It is a radiant node or

a cluster; it is what I can, and must perforce, cail a VORTEX, from which, and

through which, and into which, ideas are constantly rushing. In decency, one can cal! it

only a VORTEX. And from this necessity came the name “vorticism” (“Imagisme”

349). The image, Pound goes on to argue, “may 5e a sketch, a vignette, a criticism, an

epigram or anything else you !ike. It may be impressionism, it may even be real!y

good prose” (“Imagisme” 349). An image is not merely a picture of something, but a

picture endowed with energy. Pound, echoing the earlier work of Santayana, argues
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here that it is in giving the image reality, by pulling the image into something which

can “arrest of the attention” of the reader, where poetry fmds its most pertinent power.

Imagism is Ïilcened to a painter’s use of pigment: “The writer must use bis

image... .not because lie thinks lie can use it to back up some creed or some system of

ethics or economics” (“linagisme” 349). In Pound’s most famous use of bis Imagist

technique:

The apparition of these faces in the crowd:

Petals on a wet, black bough.

“In a poem of this sort” Pound writes, “one is trying to record the precise instant

when a thing outward and objective transforms itself or darts into a thing inward and

subjective” (“Vorticism” 467). In these famous two mes of ifie Paris Metro, the

objective outward thing (faces in a crowd) becomes, for Pound (for the “see-er” as

well as the reader) the inward, subjective thing. It is in the relation between these two

“things” where the power of Pound’s Imagism finds its momentum. This “image of

imagism” is sharply contrasted wiffi symbolism: “The symbolist’s symbols have a

fixed value, like numbers in arithrnetic, like 1, 2 and 7. The imagiste ‘s images have a

variable significance, like the symbols a, b and x in algebra” (“Vorticism” 463). Like

Santayana (via Aristotie), Pound argued that an image should not merely be

descriptive but hold transformative power. The success ofthe two unes above cornes,

for Pound, in that it instantly relates two otherwise disjointed images into one new

image, or bridge between images. As Pound refmed bis particular approach to
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imagism as a poetic and literary technique, his later approach to ideogram heid the key

to showing a particular strain of reality in poetiy, and it was via the objectlpercept

where poetry found its power. Long before Pound had worked out the details of his

Ideogrammic method, he had theorized a great deal about the Imagist poem, the basic

tenets of which were threefold:

1. Direct treatment ofthe ‘thing’ whether subjective or objective.

2. To use absolutely no word that does not contribute to the presentation.

3. As regarding rhytbm: to compose in the sequence of the musical phrase,

flot in sequence of a metronome.

As Hugh Kenner notes, these three principles represent techuical and flot psychic

criteria and operate as a specific moment moving away from the symbolists and

postsymbolists of the day. In Pound’s new “theory” of the image, he argues that an

image is “that winch presents an intellectual and emotional complex in an instant of

time” (LE 4). The instant of time is key here—an image operates ideally unbounded

by the limitations of space and time. It should conffibute to a sense of “sudden

growth,” something that we shouid experience when encountering ail works of great

art. The dfrectness in expression has its genesis in a reaction to the general nature of

the poetic tradition that Pound (and lis generation of young poets) were coming out

of—that of Victorian poetry winch was often wordy and higffly rhetorical. It was

Pound’s self-appointed role to help elevate poetry to ifie level of prose, something he

saw done in the prose writings of flaubert and De Maupassant who “lffled prose to the

rank of a fmer art [sinceJ one has no patience with contemporary poets who escape
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from ail fue difficulties of the infinitely difficult art of good prose by pouring

themselves into loose verses” (“Vorticism” 467). The terseness and dfrectness of

Japanese hokku poetry, several critics have argued, was Pound’s precursor to his

ultimate devotion to Chinese poetry which was similarly charged with terse images

and language. His imploring staternent in his manifesto of Jmagism to use no word

winch does flot contribute to fue overail presentation wouid corne to have enormous

power for Pound in bis future work, both in translation and in later versions of bis epic,

The Cantos. “Ml poetic language,” Pound insisted, “is ffie language of exploration.

Since the beginning of bad writing, writers have used images as ornaments”

(“Imagisme” 56). Pound’s goal was to rid poetry ofthe overused rhetorical wordiness

of Tennyson and make it cleaner, simpler, rnore minimalistic. It would be first through

the ideas and writings of George Santayana and later through Fenollosa where Pound

wouid fmd the sign markers for bis important approach to how poetry should 5e.

It was Fenollosa’s (much disputed and ofien widely dismissed) notion that

Cbinese characters represent an action winch is observable rather than a notion of

abstraction winch would have the greatest influence on Pound’s later development of

“ideogram” for poetry. Unlike Western phonetically-constructed words, ifie Chinese

character denotes natural and concrete ideas and phenomena. According to fenollosa,

the written Chinese language “is based upon a vivid shorthand picture of the

operations of nature. In ifie aigebraic figure and in the spoken word there is no natural

connection between thing and sign; ah depends on sheer convention. But the Chinese
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method follows natural suggestion” (Fenollosa 8). As is well-known, Pound’s

encounter with (and involvement in disseminating) fenollosa’s The Chinese

Character as a Medium for Foetiy was a critical moment in the development of his

ideogrammic method. Fenollosa, long a student of both Chinese and Japanese literary

and visual arts, argued that the Chinese ideograph, being non-phonetic, maintains the

original representational meaning associated wiffi “actions”. This, accordingly,

necessitated that Chinese was a language flot akin to too much abstraction. Pound

writes, years after bis encounter with the work of Fenollosa:

Chinese ideogram does flot try to be the picture of a sound, or to 5e a written
sign recalling a sound, but it is stiil the picture of a thing; of a thing in a given
position or relation, or of a combination of things. It means the thing or the
action or situation, or quality germane to the several things that it pictures.
(ABCR 21)

The problem here in assessing the Chinese character in tbis way (something explored

in great detail in the literature) is twofold: first, Chinese speakers do not necessarily

retain any sense of a word’s pictorial etymology in mmd as they speak or read, any

more than an English speaker is consciously aware of Latin or Greek roots in bis

language. Second, many Chinese words do, in fact, contain phonetic radicals that only

contribute to a character’s pronunciation and not its meaning.

More than influencing bis approach to translation generally, Pound’s work on the

Shi Jing meant that Pound’s road to Jmagism requfred that he seek to create a focus in

his language (of translationlfraduction) which would higfflight the concreteness of

particular objects and images without too much abstraction or rhetoric; Pound termed
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this seeking of the “luminous detail”.

An ‘Image” is ffiat which presents an intellectual and emotional complex in
an instant of time. . .It is ffie presentation of such a ‘complex’ instantaneously
which gives that sense of sudden liberation; that sense of freedom from time
limits and space limits; the sense of sudden growth, which we experience in
ifie presence ofthe greatest works of art. (LE 4)

For Pound’s images, it was the relations between things, raffier than the things

themselves, which were important. The defining relation between “things” opened

avenues of new territory in which ifie writer and reader could explore new paths and

new fields of knowledge. This was one key reason why Pound looked specifically to

the past for these new fields of Imowiedge, “excavating” (as Eliot asserted) old ideas

and finding in them, something new and fresh.

My pawing over the ancients and semi-ancients has been one stmggle to fmd
out what has been done, once for ail, Setter than it can ever 5e done again,
and to fmd out what rernains for us to do, and plenty does remain, for if we
stili feel the same emotions as those who launched a thousand ships, it is
quite certain that we corne on these feelings differently, through different
nuances, by different intellectual gradations. Each age has its own abounding
gifts yet only some ages transmute ffiern into matter of duration.. . a rnan
feeling the divorce of life and bis art may naturally try to resurrect a forgotten
mode if he fmds in that mode some leaven, or if he think he sees in h some
element lacking in conternporary art which might unite ifiat art again to its
sustenance, life.(LE 10-11)

Not only, then, was it necessary for Pound to “create a China” for bis audience in

order to communicate bis views on politics, power, and aesthetics, it was precisely

necessary for this nation to 5e an ancient one since this is where “new” ideas were to

be found. Where else could he look besides to the old and ancient civilizations of the

Far East?
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Pound’s enthusiasm in studying Chinese stemmed from his belief that Chinese

represented a language capable of catching nature itself, a quality that accompanies

closely bis own poetic ideal of aflempting to present the image as concretely and

directly as possible. Once he encountered Fenollosa’s notebooks on the Chinese

character, the matrix of relations connecting various historical eras took on a new

dimension, for it was in the flexibility of the Chinese character itself—ffie fact that a

single “action” can represent boffi the “idea-ness” of the thing and its grammatical

fimction in a sentence (whether h be a verb or a noun or neither or boffi}—where

Pound saw the potential for these relations in a truly practical sense. for flot only

could Pound emphasize bis Imagism in ifie relations betweenlof things, but ever afler

he could use the relations in the very nature of language itself in order to demonstrate

and underscore bis images. This relation between two poles of juxtaposition formed

ifie key components of Pound’s ideogrammic method. If Imagism emphasized direct

treatment of an object by the writer, ifien the ideogram found its place between the

obj ects being treated directly.

Giles, in one of the earliest Englisli translations of some seminal Chinese poetry,

asserts in bis introduction to A History ofChinese Literature:

Poetry lias been defined by the Chinese as “emotion expressed into words,” a
definition perhaps not more mundane than Wordsworth’s “impassioned
expression.” “Poetry,” they say, “knows no law.” And again, “The men of old
reckoned it the highest excellence in poetry that meaning should lie beyond
the words,” and that “the reader should have to tbink it out.” 0f these three
canons only the last can be said to have survived to the present day. But in ifie
fourth century B.C., [Qu Yuan] and bis school indulged in wild irregular
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meters which consorted well with their wild irregular thoughts. Their poetry
was prose run mad. It was allusive and allegoricalto a high degree, and now,
but for the commentary, much ofit would be quite unintelligible.’4

In encountering Giles’ work, two things must have struck Pound about this

introductory aside to Chinese poetry: the first related to the ways in winch Chinese

critics’ emphasis on suggestion, and the offier is the importance of the “wild irregular

meters” for “wild irregular thoughts” utilized by poets of Qu Yuan’s time. Tins latter

fact is one ifiat must have struck a particularly resonant chord with Pound as his

interest in much french Troubador poetry related to its meter and irregular rhythm or

“terse vigor of suggestion.” Later, as Zhaoming Qian notes, Pound would argue that

the Chinese were more masterful than the earlier examples of tins kind of winch had

“occasionally broken out in Europe, notably in twelfih century Provence and thirteenth

century Tuscany” (2$).

One important feature of Pound’s general approach to Imagism is the relationship

in his writing between metonymy and objectivity. Pound’s work allotted a crucial role

to metonymy by allowing the authorial persona to remain concealed in the absence of

interpretative structures by preserving the objectivity ofthe poem. Pound showed that

a poem need flot be a representation or interpretation of an experience but that a poem

can exist independently, objectively, and that particular images in a poem, when

juxtaposed with one another, can give a sense of permanence and tangibility to the

piece. Tins, of course, became quite problematized when Pound used bis translations

14 Giles Herbert A., trans. A History ofChinese Literature. NewYork: D. Appleton,
1901.
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to help create a nation for his assumed audience. Though it might be argued that the

poems CAN stand alone, ffiefr grouping and anthologization makes it clear that Pound

had a larger notion in mmd than mere poetry and image. What limited Pound in bis

“creation of China” in reference to specific images, he worked tbrough in offier ways

by way of what critic Ira Nadel cails Pound’s:

Orient of text that occurs when the visual interacts—and sornetirnes
dominates—ifie linguistic. These signifying fimctions forrn a bibliographic
code that at times contests the linguistic code of the work, but at other times
reinforces it. Meaning is transinitted through their exchange. (Nadel 1$)

The metonymic device on the page would corne to represent Pound’s belief of how the

Chinese character itself operated on its page; it allowed Pound to relay to this reader a

similar kind of experience (according to Pound’s beliefs about Chinese character) as a

Chinese reader might experience in reading the original piece in the source language.

It is an often—and ail too obvious—stated fact that the structure of Chinese

poetry is radically different than Western (i.e., Anglo-Arnerican) poetry, in particular

the approach to the power and utilization of imagery. The Chinese language freed the

poet from things such as grammatical syntax, rnarkers or plural forms. Tins freedorn

brings ifie reader’s attention right to ifie image or the scene that the poet wishes to

show the audience. b Pound, who argues for a hard, precise diction that uses

“absolutely no word that does not contribute to the presentation,” tins feature of the

Chinese poetic language is an ideal expression of bis poetic approach to ideal writing.

Pound had been interested from the start of bis writing career in poetry “winch could

suggest a reality beyond the visible” (Lu 160). And bis image was a luminous moment,
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chosen from an array of real ffiings, and capable of leading to that flash of

understanding, emotional as well as intellectual, which Pound valued above ail else.

Here, too, the Chinese language shows its advantages since the poet in China is

concemed with the turning of the object inward, making an extemal object hold the

subjective significance. Direct feelings of the poet are neyer stated, ffiey are only

evoked or implied through the imagery. Pound asserted “the artist seeks out the

luminous details and presents it. He does flot comment. lis work remains the

permanent basis of psychology and metaphysics” (Prose 130). In Chinese poetry,

images are not just merely pictures in words: they arouse emotional associations and

enrich ifie poetic context. Coming out of his approach to Imagism which he had

developed years earlier, the specific nature of Chinese poetics appealed fiindamentally

to Pound and seemed to confirm ail that he’d been arguing in his writing career up to

that point.

Pound would later look upon bis ideogrammic method as an improvement on his

earlier Imagist edicts, rather than a replacement for it.

The defect of earlier imagist propaganda was flot in misstatement but in
incomplete statement. The diluters took the handiest and easiest meaning, and

thought only of the STATIONARY image. If you can’t thirik of imagism.. . as

including the moving image, you will have to make a really needless division

offixed image and praxis or action. (ABCR 52)

This is some twenty years afier bis Imagist manifesto. In empliasizing relations

between things, Pound shifled the focus of imagism from allowing a “flirtation with a

poetic of stasis” to something more fluid, as well as more complex. This shift allowed
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Pound to broaden his approach to incorporate historical and political ideologies which

would ultimately imbibe The Cantos in fundamentally provocative ways.



Chapter 4

The Shi Jing’s Three Modes of Expression and Pound’s Ideogrammic Method
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By the time Pound encountered the Shi Jing, lis ffieories and system on

phanopoeia, melopoeia, and logopoeia had aiready been worked out and published.

But one of the lasting influences of the Shi Jing well into modem Chinese poetry

continues to be the “narrative” styles that the Shi Jing introduced into Chinese

literature. Though they differ significantly from Pound’s own theories about these

narrative techniques, they are, broadly, defmed as follows:

fu !i1 narrative style in winch images have no meaning beyond their literai
significance or appearance.

bi U metaphorical style in winch images referred to something beyond
ffiemselves flot stated in the poem.

xing ) allusive style in winch images appearing in an opening couplet and
repeated in a refrain allude to or present an analogy to a subject explicitly
discussed in the poem. (Dembo 15)

fit refers to the straightforward narrative or story, with a beginning, middle, and

conclusion. Tins style is completely independent and needs not be considered with the
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other styles which follow. Bi, literally “against,” implies a comparison or contrast,

placing two things side by side. When one takes two different fit, and places ffiem

together, the two create a bi. This results in xing, a mental stimulation or “lightning”

that pewades the mmd ofthe reader, bringing new insight or awareness into the nature

of the individual fit that compose the poem. Confucius stated ifiat this xing is the

purpose of poetry, ifiat the point of a poem was to make the mmd contemplate its

subject deeply. Pound, too, would fmd much of interest in this style of expression,

though he neyer refers to xing as a Chinese concept per se.

Mea, Women, Emofions, and the Exotic Oriental

In considering some of ifie poems from ifie Shi Jing, I will be using both Pound’s

terms (phanopoeia, melopoeia, logopoeia) and these three terms which refer to

Chinese modes of expression (fit , bi , xing ).

Pound’s view of the exotic and appealing East is evident in his approach,

operating as he conveys the emotions implicit in the characters’ situations. Since

classical Chinese poetry rarely, if ever, expresses emotion explicitly, there is enormous

room for maneuvering here. And it is in tins area, more than offier, where Pound’s

views of the exotic “Oriental” are most obviously manifested. Take tins poem, for

example:

The nest is the magpie’s;
The dove dwells in it.
Tins young lady is going to her future home;
A hundred carnages are meeting her. -
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The nest is the magpie’s;
The dove possesses it.
This young lady is going to her future home;
A hundred carnages are escorting her.

The nest is the magpieTs;
The dove fus it.
This young lady is going to her future home;
These hundreds ofcarriages complete her array. (Legge 20)

This poem celebrates the marnage of a princess to a prince of another state. There

is—and has been for centuries—disagreement about wheffier the point of tins piece is

to show ifie virtue of the bride by juxtaposing her “creation” of a new nest (through

marnage) with that of the dove (jiu 1t) that usurps the magpie’s (que ) nest. Legge

insists that tins is a misinterpretation and that the splendor of the nuptials was the

point of ifie juxtaposition (and the piece generally). Ancient critics assumed that the

image of a dove taking another bird’s nest means that the dove is stupid or useless and

that the poem here is demonstrating the stupidity of women and ffiefr general

uselessness. Legge disputes tins interpretation, though he offers no alternative

explanation or interpretation.

Dove injay’s nest
to rest,
she brides
with an hundred cars.

Dove injay’ nest -

to bide,
a bride
with an hundred cars.
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Dove injay’s nest
atlast
and the hundred cars
stand fast. (760)

Pound’s interpretation is one of moumful simplicity. Taldng just the hint of ifie image,

lie recreates the scene, offering the repetition that is the refrain of the piece, “Dove in a

jay’s nest,” and grounds it wiffi the other stolid, heavy image of the original, the 100

cars (of the bridegroom’s family and relatives) which carry the bride to her new home.

Pound’s version gets at a modest tone that the original has (and that Legge moves

somewhat away from) but Pound’s version turns a juxtaposition into a plaintive cali, a

painful refrain which is full of doubt and melanclioly.

french writer Marcel Granet likens the emotions of Chinese poetry to a tendency

for treating human subjects as non-individuals:

These impersonai loyers express only impersonal sentiments... sentimental
themes, sucli, for instance, as meetings, betroffials, quarrels, and separations.
These events are common to ail, and ail, men and women, react to them in the
same way. No heart feeis any individual emotion, no case is peculiar, no one
loves or suffers in a fashion ail lis own. Ail individuality is absent and there
is flot attempt at any individuality of expression.’5

This may weil be an accurate assessment, but, if so, it should be one of orally-based

ancient poetry itself. The very nature of an oral tradition dictates that emotions must

appeal as broadly as possible and the mere fact that many of the pieces in the Shi Jing

were in extant for perhaps 800 or 1000 years before their anthologization, merely

demonstrates ffiefr strong connection to humanity and its common sentiments. Tins is

15 Festivals and Songs ofAncient China, trans. E.D. Edwards. New York: Dutton,
1932. p. $5
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where Pound’s approach takes a stridently Western feel: flot only is the exotic aspect

inherent to a Western reaction to it: a woman being sent off to marry another prince,

escorted in grandeur with 100 carnages, in the work simply being Chinese, Pound’s

plaintive language appeals to ffie sympathy of lis reader, giving the players in the

poem, flot so much distinct individuality as human subjects, but distinct values and

moral codes as specifically Chinese subjects. This poem, in offier words, would neyer

work in the same way had it been a European woman prepaning for lier marnage. As

Dembo writes about Pound’s ofien “elevated” situational reinterpretations of these

pieces, “there is room here for moral interpretation insofar as the profane lover is in

perpetual tonnent and the ultimate Confucian value, perceived and celebrated by

Pound, is serenity” (3$). But, it must be remembered, if we assume that most readers

of Pound’s translations (at least early on) were Western readers and scholars, tIen this

Confucian ideal only works for Pound when the subjects are slightly exoticized,

fleshed out in a context stnictly separate than his from “our” own.

Another example of Pound’s exoticizing of the Chinese can be seen in the very

first piece of the Shi Jing, one that is probably the most well known and can be recited

by most educated Chinese people. The first stanza is translated by Legge thus:

Guan-guan go the ospreys,
On the islet in the river.
The modest, retining, virtuous, young lady : —

For our prince a good mate she.

Guan ([) lias been at the center of a debate around this piece for hundreds of

In modem Chinee, it simply means “to close” but Legge transiiterates it here as
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cail ofthe Osprey (ju ). Dembo takes a more literai approach to bis version:

“Kuan, kuan,” cry fish hawks,
In river’s isle
Shy and lovely girl
Lord’s good mate.
Uneven grows hsing plant
Lefi, right seek it,
$hy and lovely girl
Waldng, sleeping seek her,
Seek lier, flot obtain,
Waldng, sleeping think of her. . . .(3 8)

Dembo’s version demonstrates the very difficulty that transiators of ancient

Chinese poetry face when attempting to convey the simplicity of the original with its

lack of function words and grammar particles into a language such as English which is

heavily reliant upon them. Dembo’s version is sparse and lias an ascetic quality to it,

but what is lost is, to put it simply, beauty and aestlietic considerations. The lack of

articles and vague tense gives the poem an immediacy and, perhaps it could be argued,

a more broadly humanistic and sentimental feel to it. Pound’s version of the first

stanza is rendered:

“Hid! Hid!” the fish-hawk saiffi,
by isle is Ho ifie fish-liawk saith:

“Dark and clear,
Dark and clear

So shah be the prince’s fere.”

The double-play on the cry of the fisli-hawk (having botli onomatopoeic qualities as

well as being an imperative command) could have to do wiffi Pound’s interpretation of

the verb guan whicli in modem Chinese means simply to close, but in a more classical
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use of the character can also mean mountain pass, involve & tum away. The second

une is more enigmatic and Pound’s use of fue word Ho could involve bis

misunderstanding that ffie island in the river is named Ho or Pound may be naming the

girl (who would offierwise remain completely ignored in this stanza) who is to be “the

prince’s fere”. Ibis may also corne from the pronunciation of the character he (J)

meaning river or creek. What is certainly Pound’s own agenda is seen in the repeated

une “dark and clear” for which there is no basis in the original. The phrase yao tiao

shu nu is rougffly translated as sirnplyfair lady and there is no nuance of

anything either dark or clear. Ibis insertion, in fact, greatly changes the meaning of

tbis stanza, implying that there is something foreboding about ifie woman or the

prince’s future bride’6, nuance that is most certahily not in the original. Indeed, in the

next stanza, the gap between the original and Pound’s interpretation opens up even

further.

Clear as the stream her modesty;
As neath dark boughs her secrecy,

reed against reed
tall on slight

as the stream moves left and right,
dark and clear
dark and clear

b seek and flot fmd
As a dream in bis mmd,

think how lier robe should be,
distantly, to toss and turn,

16 The translated naine ofthe Chinese version ofRodgers and Hammerstein’s 1956
musical, My Fair Lady, is, in fact,
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to toss and tum (755).

Again Pound adds a mysterious aura about ifie woman that is flot extant in the original.

Her modesty becomes something which, like the water in the twisting river, hides

something undefined, perhaps dangerous. The injection of this mystery is something

which radically changes the role of the prince. In the original, the woman is being

visualized but ifie prince himself, unable to forget her virtue and beauty. Since the

original does not contain any pronouns (and the only figure in the third person figure

is the woman herseif), some translations relay this piece from prince’s point ofview in

first person while others relegate him to third person. Pound does the latter which

lessens bis role overail since he is on equal footing, perspective-wise, as the princess.

Pound’s addition of her mysterious qualities could easily lead one to wonder if the

prince is doing something dangerous or foolish by loving her. In fact, much of Chinese

literature does create situations where a ruling monarch (almost exclusively a man)

fails in love with a dangerous woman who ultimately proves to be bis (and ofien bis

dynasty’s) downfall.

More than this, too, as Mary Cheadie argues, is the fact that Pound complicates

the Confucian morality extant in the original. She, in fact, takes other critics to task

slightly for asserting that Pound managed to retain the “spirit” of the Confucianism

winch is assumed to run through much of the Shi Jing. The sexual drama with winch

Pound embroiders bis version would have been something appalling to the Confucian

sensibility, particularly in reference to the implied “balance” between thç male and
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female perspectives.

If Pound’s renderings of ffie Shi Jing reflect bis interest in Confucian dogma,

ifien it is despite bis complicating ifie rather straightforward Confucian morality with

bis own need to appeal to a Western audience. Much has been said and written about

•Pound’s assumed (ail implied since Pound rarely wrote specifically on tins topic)

views on gender as indicated in bis translations in the Shi Jing (as well as other pieces).

Dembo believes that Pound gives women more of a role, more of a human face than

they ever had in ifie original. Cheadie, however, argues that Pound “tows the

Confucian une” in much of bis approach and takes one example of how Pound

substantially altered a piece he translated and anffiologized in bis The Great Digest.

first the earlier version:

Delicate as the peach tree in blossom
The leaves abundant as grass-blades,
fragile fafr she goes

To the house ofher husband,
The bride who will bring harmony to it
As an altar raised on earth

Under heaven.

In the Classic Anthology (Shi Jing), Pound renders the poem thus:

O peach tree thou art fuir
As leaf amid new boughs;
Going to bride;
To build thy man bis house.

The Confucian notion that the bride will somehow, by fulfilling her role, conffibute
harmony to the house of her husband is lefi out of the second version. But, as Cheadie
argues:

[TJhere is no overt suggestion in any of Pound’s Confucian translations that the
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woman has a role outside the home in extending ifie discipline she instilis
domestically, no suggestion that the model of the model Conftician, the
(jun-zi), is appropriate to women as well as to men, or that the ideal of verbal
precision with which the jun-zi must begin is intended equally for men and
women. (165)

Pound’s confradictory and inconsistent views of women (as inconsistent as the

scholars who interpret his views as evidenced in his larger oeuvre) reflect, perhaps, lis

own contradictory views on the larger question itself. What is clear is ifiat Pound

creates “women” here very much in line with how he feels it would best work in an

individual piece, as opposed to reflecting the larger system of Confucian thought, or

reflecting some progressive views critical to the lirnited role women played in this

original text. What this meant for Pound was that lie was unable to present ifie Shi Jing

as a “moral whole” to lis audience. His motivation may have been to explore a

different moral code as an alternative code to the Western one le was so disillusioned

with, but it bis view of bis audience, of what bis audience would expect of an ancient

Chinese text, winch inhibited bis ability to present a unified Confucian dogma.

Inherent in bis translations, though, despite bis noble intentions to make the ideas and

morals of Confucianism more well known in the West, is a Orientalizing and

essentializing set of notions winch would greatly affect flot only Pound’s

misinterpretation of the originals, but would guide bis assumptions in choosing what

aspects ofthe pieces to feature for bis (predominantly Western) reading audience.

Diction, Siang and Pound’s Alternate Mcaniugs

Dembo suggests that Pound’s occasional lapses in allowing the meaning of the
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original piece to show through the encumbrances of bis translation is due to bis

“uncertainty wheffier to render in a casual or an elevated idiom, an uncertainty

reflecting contradictory images of the poet in Pound’s own mmd. . . bis ear detected no

discordance in the juxtaposition of poetic diction and siang” (69). This can be seen in

many of Pound’s renderings, but to demonstrate how this affects the overali piece, let’s

look at Ode 39. The poem is about a woman longing to retum to ber home after her

marnage. She is flot complaining about her current predicament as much as simply

reflecting on her parents, relatives and ffiends ifiat he has had to leave behind. It is flot

an easy decision to make, as Dembo notes above, whether to keep a certain distance

from the piece by rendering it a very stiif and formai diction, or whether to appeal to a

more emotional base by utilizing siang. Legge, naturally, relies on a formai idiom:

How the water bubbles up from that spring,

And flows away to the Qi!
MyheartisinWei;
There is flot a day I do flot think of it.
Admirable are those, my cousins;
I will take counsel with them. (Legge 39)

Here the metaphor of water flowing from a spring to the river beyond is more in

keeping with the methods in which Chinese poets set up metaphorical situations.

Nothing is ever done without a certain amount of obliquity; Pound, choosing to knock

the diction down to that of common speech, also lays out the metaphor less

conspicuously, as if the speaker ofthe poem had created the metaphor herseif:

Ware spring water that flows to the K’i,
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flowing ffiought is jeopardy.
Every day my thought’s in Wei.
Where pretty cousins would talk to me

We would devise right pleasantly. (773)

The second une ofthis stanza not only is done to offer a rhyme sequence with the last

lune, but it also removes the curtain from the metaphor that the speaker is trying to

conceal.

Again in the last stanza, Pound’s colloquial idiom alters the brevity ofthe piece:

“By Fei Ts’uan’s winding stream”

of Su and Ts’ao is ail my dream,
And ail I can get is a p.m. drive
To keep my inner life alive.

Somehow, the image of an ancient Chinese bride taldng an “afiemoon” drive to forget

her pain seems incongruous and, moreover, completely contradicts the sense of

isolation and helplessness that is inherent in the imagery and simple language of the

original.

Again, Pound’s mixing of various fomialities and informalities makes certain

pieces flot only incongruous, but adds a satirical bent that is certainly flot part of the

original. Pound’s Ode 109:

Garden peach, in a dish ere long (my own)
as my worry goes into song.
Strangers say: “The scholar is proud.
Others fit in. “Why’s he so loud?”

Those who know me, plump not my thought.

What Pound does here is consolidate ifie repetition that is part of ifie original into one

shorter stanza. The original contains no allusion to “those who know me” but Pound

adds tins detail in both of bis stanzas in order to set up a dichotomy of the poet’s own
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thoughts. This radically changes flot only the tone of the poem but of its inherent

agony in flot being able to be understood. 0f course, inherent in “those who don’t

know me” is the group of those that do, but it, lilce so much else in Chinese poetry, is

flot stated directly.

In Ode 42, Pound gives too much attention to one central image which detracts

from the power ofthe other pertinent image.

Lady of azure thought, supple and tau,
I wait by the nook, by angle in the wall,
love and see naught; shifi foot and scratch my poil.

The injection of images here flot extant in the original include “azure” as well as

girl being “supple and tau”. The original simply lays out the woman as thus:

jing caim, quiet

nu woman

qi (ifiat is, who is)

shi beautiful/pretty (woman)

Pound does this, of course, because of a nod to the necessity of aesthetic consideration

when these basic images are translated. In itself, this passage does not change the

nuance of the poem, though the very same stanza demonstrates the complexity of

interpretation when dealing with Classical Chinese.

si wait

wo I/me

fiyu at
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cheng city

yu corner (wall)

Pound interprets this as ifie narrator waiting for the woman, but ifie original is, in fact,

flot totally clear. Legge and most other transiators to English makes this ifie woman

waiting for ffie narrator, something which makes more sense given the context. Tins

does, in fact, become important as the woman gives the narrator first a reed winch the

narrator then prizes because it came from the woman. In the 21hu stanza, the narrator is

given a red reed winch has stands as a symbol for manhood or being “male”

(something quite distinct, in fact from a more modem obvious sexual innuendo) (Add

end note: Legge inexplicably translates tins as a “red tube,” perhaps to make the

sexual imagery more obvious?). In the 3’ stanza the woman gives the narrator moulu

grass but Pound changes its image in reference to the poem. Pound’s version of

the third stanza:

In mead she plucked the molu grass,
fair as streamlet did she pass.

“Reed, art to prize in ffiy beauty,
but more that frail, who gave thee me” (775)

The “streamlet” here may stem from Pound’s reading of the character xun (J) which

can mean “whirlpool” but here probably means “true”. What is changed here is the

inclusion of the reed again. In Classical Cinnese imagery, grass ofien symbolizes

fragility, sometinng that Pound may have picked up on (i.e., his use offrait). Then the

narrator speaks the last two mes, referring back to the reed. The overemphasis on this

particular image is one typical of Pound’s approach to the Shi Jing and leaves the
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piece with an overtly “male” image, the male narrator waxing on an overtly male

symbol. The Chinese version ends with a counterweight to the 2nd stanza overtone of

the reed, balancing the fragility of the grass irnagery in the closing lines of the poem

with the cairn retiring and beautiful woman in the poem’s opening. Legge’s version:

from the pasture lands she gave a shoot ofthe white grass,
Truly elegant and rare.
It is flot you, O grass, that are elegant ; —

You are the gifi of an elegant girl.

What tins translation offers is a key point, regarding the gap that exists between men

and women. Women are frail and delicate, fragile like the grass in the meadow. Men

are red and full of lust, red a very bold (and sexualized) color in Chinese irnagery. This

would fit a traditional Confucian sense of morality and ideally places women in the

place where Confucius would have them stay.

Unlike The Cantos, which is really a “man’s world” of Pound’s creation, the lives

of women are given voice in the $hi Jing, and Pound lias a mixed response to these

voices. It is, perhaps, telling that these voices are made audible (if to a lirnited extent)

only af’ter 1945 when it becarne clear ifiat Pound’s Confucian utopia was flot to be. His

belief in Confucianism was not, however, defused and, in fact, he reconstrncted his

Confucianism as an ethical system of personat beliefs. But whatever confidence

Pound had in bis own ethical approach to tins system, he lost as he returned to Italy in

1958. He was neyer able to complete bis scholar’s edition ofthe Shi Jing, along with

the musical notations he hoped to include in it. The Cantos, too, was left incomplete,

and Pound’s silence afler bis retum to Italy reflected, perhaps, a Confucian need to
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revisit one’s seif and one’s actions in order to determine where “thought” went wrong.

It was something neyer articulated again by Pound.



Conclusion
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Tlie experience of life ffiat Pound draws upon in his translations from ifie Shi Jing

is radically different from ifie experience of life tliat lie draws upon in his earlier works.

for one thing, the human beings who populate the $hi Jing are contextualized in living,

breathing, functioning worlds, aiways in communication wiffi others. Tndeed, their

very existences are dependent on the others around them and how their foies are being

fiilfihled, a very Confucian idea in the end. Questions of social place are neyer far from

any piece’s underlying movement: how does one relate to one’s government, one’s

Emperor, one’s husband, one’s wife? More than this, too, is the question of how

individuals function in a dysfunctionai society piagued by war, starvation or hunger.

It is rather disheartening to read some of Pound’s translations, to know, as we know

years afler the fact, that his once brilliant career was over, that bis name would forever

be linked with the evils of the twentieffi century. In reading bis translations of the Shi
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The experience of life that Pound draws upon in bis translations from the Shi Jing

is radically different from ifie experience of life ifiat he draws upon in bis earlier works.

For one thing, the human beings who populate the $hi Jing are contextualized in living,

breathing, functioning worlds, aiways in communication with others. Indeed, their

very existences are dependent on the others around ifiem and how their roles are being

fulfihled, a very Confucian idea in the end. Questions of social place are neyer far from

any piece’s underlying movement: how does one relate to one’s government, one’s

Emperor, one’s husband, one’s wife? More ifian this, too, is ifie question of how

individuals function in a dysfunctional society plagued by war, starvation or hunger.

It is rather disheartening to read some of Pound’s translations, to know, as we know

years aller the fact, that bis once brilliant career was over, that bis name would forever

be linked with ifie evils of the twentieth century. In reading bis translations of the $hi
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Jing, one cannot help but feel a twinge of sorrow at how these beautiful pieces were

rendered into English, when one considers how other words were also used to spout

such ugliness.

The words of the $hi Jing, in fact, offer tonic against Pound’s extremism since

part of their appeal is their aurai and imaginative vitality, rendered more skillfiuly and

beautifully than even some of the most eminent sinologists of Pound’s day. The words

offer insight flot only into Pound’s view of China, but also bis view of America, of

whose culture Pound aiways believed he was fighting for and of whose history he

believed he was an interpreter. Though higffly political in their own right, the

translations from the Shi Jing avoid both the anger of Pound’s radio broadcasts over

Rome and bis vituperative meanderings in parts of The Cantos. In some sense, and in

contrast to The Cantos, the world of the Shi Jing, is a beautiful world, full of people

who know their place, full of benevolent Emperors (and a few Empresses), happily

toiling peasants, moral couples in love, and so on. What these individuals offered

Pound was a society that he knew would neyer reach beyond the page, as hard as he

tried to create these ideals pre-1945. for Pound, China was Confucianism, and though

he neyer lost bis love of the man, he did corne towards the end of his life to believe (in,

perhaps, ifie oniy form of apology that he would ever offer for misaligned loyalties

during the war) that Confucianism provided no “Refuge to sinners’ to whorn one may

appeal” (Cheadie 266). It was a personal moment, and one ifiat though poignant,

would not undo ail the decades of bis work in communicating Confucianisrn and
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China to bis readers. These years of writing and transiating contained the salve for the

ilis ofthe west, or so he thought, the economic, ethical and cultural rejuvenation ofthe

West. No less, ifie Shi Jing, which offers insight into one of the great, if troubled,

minds of the twentieth eentury.
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